
Islets were isolated from C57BL6J male mice by
injection of 1mg/ml collagenase solution in the
common bile duct. After wahsing, islets were
handpicked under a binocular microscope,
dissociated with 1% trypsin and resuspended in
serum-EDTA-containing PBS.

Dissociated cells were treated with the Asteria©
Single-cell RNA-seq Benchtop Kit and successfully
coupled with RNA capture beads.

Analysis of the raw sequencing data was performed with
the Cytonaut© cloud software. A count matrix was
generated after alignement, deduplication and assignment
of the raw reads.
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Application: Uncovering pancreatic islets 
insulin-producing Beta cells

Methodology Resulting Datasets

Automated cell classification was performed using SingleR
and the reference data from Baron et al. (2017). The
resulting visualization of predicted cell types in the 2D
embedding highlights high cell diversity with relevant
pancreas islet cells.

Fig 3. t-SNE visualization of pancreas islets cells colored by
cell type.

Fig 2. Gene diversity in sub-populations of mouse
pancreatic islets-isolated cells.

After gelation of the hydrogel solution, the cells were
lysed and their mRNA strands captured on their
associated individual beads. Following bead recovery
, the mRNA transcripts were reverse-transcripted and
amplified by PCR before library preparation and
sequencing.

Fig 1. A. Asteria© Single-cell RNA-seq Benchtop Kit
B. . Paired pancreatic islets cells (white) and RNA
capture beads (brown) after coupling.
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Although pancreas islets only represent a few percent of total pancreas volume, they play an
important role on sugar metabolism. Pancreatic islets contain 5 endocrine types, among which
Beta cells known to be producing insulin. Dysfunctioning Beta cells can cause diabetes.
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